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WASH OUT CONDITIONERS 

Floating Lotus Conditioner 
Blend of sea plant extracts condition hair strands and moisturizes scalp. Perfect for dry, dull, thin 

hair or frizzy, unruly hair, but a good conditioner for all hair types. 

How to Condition: Shampoo with MM. Apply conditioner to wet hair, massaging into scalp and 

strands. Leave in for 3-15 minutes. Rinse. 

How to Co-Wash: Use the conditioner as you would an MM Shampoo. Apply to wet hair, 

massaging to cleanse. Rinse. Apply again and massage to promote scalp circulation and to 

condition the strands. Leave in for 3-15 minutes. Rinse. 

Pearl Essence Creme Rinse 
This luxurious rinse penetrates deep with shea butter and horsetail extract for replenishing 

moisture. Softens, detangles, and shines hair strands. 

How to Condition: Shampoo with MM. Apply conditioner to the ends of hair, massaging it in. 

Leave in for 3-15 minutes. Detangle with a wide tooth comb or your fingers at this point. Rinse. 

How to Co-Wash: Use the conditioner as you would an MM Shampoo. Apply to wet hair and 

scalp, massaging to cleanse and promote scalp circulation. Rinse. Apply again to just the ends, 

massaging to condition the strands. Leave in hair for 3-15 minutes. Detangle with a wide tooth 

comb or fingers at this point. Rinse. 

Words from the Hair Shaman 

Most people are used to the Shampoo & Conditioner duo, where you can't have one without the 

other. But this is just the cycle of harmful surfactants like Sodium Lauryl Sulfate and Cocamide 

DEA. Shampoo strips out all the beneficial oils from your hair and causes damage to the hair. 

That is why your hair is "squeaky clean" afterward. Then in order to get it manageable and soft, 

you need to use a conventional conditioner. These include ingredients like silicones, which fill in 

the gaps in your hair and coat the cuticles to make them smoother and softer. These ingredients 

are then stripped away with harsh cleansing shampoo, and the cycle repeats itself! 

When our customers go through detox, this layer of chemical conditioning gets stripped away 

first—this reveals the damaged state of their natural hair. Many mistake our shampoos as the 

cause of the unruly, rough texture, when it's really what their natural hair looks like! But once 

you detox, Morrocco Method products help you heal and mend those damaged strands with all 

natural ingredients. So why does Morrocco Method have conditioners? Because some people 

need the additional hydration and healing of all natural conditioners. Others find our shampoos 

are conditioning enough by themselves. Try out our full line of shampoos and conditioners, then 

listen to your hair to judge what is best for you. 


